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Dear Consortium Members, CSO Partners, Colleagues & Friends: Happy Holi

Next month on 15th April 2019, we are going to celebrate the 2nd Anniversary of our Consortium, VIKASH-SAMUKHYA and we need all your help and cooperation to expand our Network further to reach 500+ on this special occasion. As you know, all types of Memberships are Free for Life !!!

Therefore, we request all of you to send the message across India in getting new members for VIKASH-SAMUKHYA during next month. In this way, you can support your Consortium to reach greater heights.

Look forward to your continued support & goodwill in the next financial year 2019-20.
“We are proud to be a partner of VIKASH-SAMUKHYA, striving for the wellbeing of the community and moving forward in achieving the 17 SDGs in our country”

~Purulia District Agragami Mahila O Sishu Mangal Samiti (PDAMSMS)

“It is very useful and informative”

~Mayurbhanj Biological Research (MBR)

“This is a very good initiative and useful to us”

~Kajla Jan Kalyan Samiti (KJKS)

“The monthly E-Newsletter of AIHMS-Global & Vikash-Samukhyya is working as a knowledge hub and we use it as a learning tool”

~PASTUTEE

“We can never ask for more, a real Pathfinder for all NGOs & CSOs in India, working on 17 SDGs until 2030”

~SAAS, India
Our Program Sectors:

(Control + Click each sector for further details)

- Health & Family Welfare
- Nutrition & Food Security
- Formal & Non-formal Education
- Livelihood Opportunities & Skill Development
- Agriculture & Animal Husbandry
- Information & Communication Technology (ICT)
- Renewable Energy & Clean Environment
- Climate Change & WASH
- Partnerships & Networking
Committed to Working Together with our 437 CSO Partners until the 17 SDGs are achieved for India
NBNVS conducted Capacity Building Workshops for Healthcare Providers and Paramedical workers on RMNCAH in Deoria District of Uttar Pradesh
MLC conducted Awareness Camps for Rural Women on Menstrual Hygiene against Sexually Transmitted Diseases and Reproductive Tract Infections in West Bengal with the sponsorship of ASHA, Stanford (USA)
KEP has organized Sexual & Reproductive Health Awareness Camps to achieve Good Health and Wellbeing for the Vulnerable Rural Adolescents and Young Women in backward districts of Bihar.
GONAS organised Annual Sports & Cultural Meet with teachers, students and parents in Ideal Academy Campus of Murshidabad in West Bengal
KAQCS is engaged in promoting Quality Education by distributing School Kits to the students with Corporate sponsorship in West Bengal
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GKSSS has organized the International Women’s Day with the Women of Project area in Madhya Pradesh to educate them on their rights and privileges in order to make them Good & Responsible Citizens of India.
PDAMSMS has organized Awareness Camps for Safe Drinking Water among school students in rural villages of Purulia District in West Bengal.
BTSNOSKS has conducted Training Programs on Tailoring & Embroidery for rural women of West Bengal through SHGs and encouraged them for its adaptation as an economic option to sustain their family income.
PRASTUTEE has conducted Skill Building Programs for Women Self Help Groups (SHGs) in Odisha and encouraged them for entrepreneurship.
DSWS has conducted Training Sessions & Annual Get-together for the Members of New Horizons Program of Save The Children in West Bengal and encouraged them for crafting better lives in future.
PRASTUTEE has conducted Skill Development Programs for Tribal Youth in the Backward District of Koraput (Odisha) to make them self-reliant under the State Sponsorship.
SDG-10: Reduced Inequality

JBSK has campaigned for Land & Forest Rights of the Tribals in Madhya Pradesh and achieved success in getting their rights restored with the help of District Revenue Authorities, Local Bodies and Legal Aid Cells.
JLKP has conducted capacity building workshops to stop exploitation of women and children and campaigned for getting their rights restored with the help of different stakeholders & gatekeepers in Jharkhand.
PDAMSMS conducted capacity building workshops for PRI Members on formation of Village Level Child Protection Committees with the help of different stakeholders & gatekeepers in Purulia District of West Bengal.
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SDG-11: Sustainable Cities & Communities

SSDHES conducted Road Safety Workshops to prevent accidents and provide care to the injured persons with First-Aid in Colleges & Schools of Rajasthan with Corporate Sponsorship of Mahinda Group.
GKSSS has conducted Road Safety Workshops to prevent accidents and provide care to the injured persons with First-Aid in Schools & Colleges of Madhya Pradesh with Public-Private Partnerships.
ROSE has participated in developing Eco-tourism in Uttarakhand with promotion of Indian art & craft through Community Level Institutions
AIHMS-Global & VIKASH-SAMUKHYA participated in the National Committee on Law & Justice to discuss about the Data Protection Bill -2018
SDGs: Awards & Rewards

GKSSS has got the Certificate of Appreciation for their contribution to Social Change in Madhya Pradesh, which is an eye-opener to all civil society partners, implementors and stakeholders.
JLK, Pakur was awarded the National Winner for their contribution to Social Development of Rural & Tribal inhabitants of Jharkhand
Last month GKSSS has organized mass awareness campaigns for the commuters and tourists to educate them about the Road Traffic Rules in different cities of Madhya Pradesh.
SSDHES organized mass awareness campaigns for the general public to educate them on Road Safety & Traffic Rules in different cities of Rajasthan by engaging school students and teachers
2018-19: A Financial Year of Great Success

• Started with 154 CSO Partners on 1st April 2018 to reach at 437 by 20th March 2019
• Approved 19 out of 30 Concepts formulated and submitted to different funding agencies for our CSO Partners in 8 states
• Funding granted to 13 Projects out of 23 Project Proposals prepared for our Regular / Prime Members
• Conducted 6 Baseline/End-line Surveys in 4 States, which are all appreciated and approved
• 1 Impact Assessment study is continuing to be completed on 31st March 2019

Consortium Membership: List Updated

1. Ad hoc Members: 199
2. Provisional Members: 090
3. Regular Members: 143
4. Prime Members: 005

Total: 437
Contributors to this issue:
https://www.vikashsamukhya.org/sponsors.html

1. Bihar Gram Vikas Parishad (BGVP) : Bihar
2. Berhampore Talbaganpara Swechasebi Nari-O-Sishu Kalyan Samity (BTSNOSKS) : West Bengal
3. DHAGAGIA SOCIAL WELFARE SOCIETY (DSWS) : West Bengal
4. Gopal Kiran Samaj Sevi Sanstha (GKSSS) : Madhya Pradesh
5. Gokulpur Nasheat Alliance Society (GONAS) : West Bengal
6. Jai Bharati Shiksha Kendra (JBSK) : Madhya Pradesh
7. Jan Lok Kalyan Parishad (JLKP) : Jharkhand
8. Kaladanga Al-Qirat Charitable Society (KAQCS) : West Bengal
9. Kiran Ek Prakash (KEP) : Bihar
10. Mandra Lions Club (MLC) : West Bengal
11. NAV BHARTIYA NARI VIKAS SAMITI (NBNVS) : Uttar Pradesh
12. Purulia District Agragami Mahila O Sishu Mangal Samiti (PDAMSMS): West Bengal
13. PRASTUTEEE : Odisha
14. Rural Organisation for Social Elevation (ROSE) : Uttarakhand
15. Swajan Social Development & Health Education Samiti (SSDHES) : Rajasthan
16. AIHMS-Global : Delhi
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For 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) with 437 CSO Partners all over India
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